In the presence of rapid fermion-number violation due to nonperturbative electroweak effects certain relations between the baryon number of the Universe and the lepton numbers of the Universe are predicted. In some cases the electron-neutrino asymmetry is exactly specified in In some models this implies that neutrinos must be so light that they cannot contribute appreciably to the mass density of the Universe.
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III. BEYOND THE STANDARD MODEL
We have so far assumed that B -L is absolutely conserved. However, if the 8 -L asymmetry needed to ensure the survival of a baryon number today is to be generated, rather than imposed as an initial condition, then 8 -L must also be violated at some scale. In fact, in many grand unified theories, such as SO(10) or E6, B Lis promoted to a gauge symmetry which is then spontaneously broken at some energy scale. Since B -L is conserved at temperatures above the scale of 8 -L breaking, it is not possible for a baryon asymmetry to be produced above the scale of 8 -L breaking since in the presence of rapid sphaleron processes, B,L~B -L, which must be zero. Once B -L is spontaneously broken, a nonzero 8 -L asymmetry can be produced, for example, by the standard "drift and decay" scenario. ' In many models a significant source of L violation arises from the existence of Majorana neutrino masses. through the processes vLvl~P *P * and viP~v"P *.
Here rr, =m /2m. v is the cross section (which is the same for either process) and n; = n = n = T /tr . 
